BOOKLIST for ADN Program
Summer Quarter (March 2016)

Use International Standard Book Numbers (ISBN) to identify the books below with any book vendor. Required textbooks are necessary for academic success; you must buy and study from them in order to succeed in a course as outlined in the course syllabus. Recommended textbooks provide material that will boost your academic performance in that course, but are not always necessary for academic success. Faculty may or may not use recommended textbooks in class or during clinical. Please confer with course faculty prior to purchasing recommended textbooks.

Rented, used, and e-book formats may be available at a reduced cost to the student. A dagger (†) preceding a title indicates the book is appropriate for renting. A keyboard symbol (⌨) preceding a title indicates the book is available in an e-book format. When renting a textbook, it may not include CDs, DVDs, or access codes for other protected electronic content, even if the book had those features when it was sold new. These features may be required for successful completion of the course in which the book is used. If you believe a textbook is supposed to include a disk or an unused access code, check before renting. Galen is not responsible for purchases made in error.

Students may purchase books through the Galen Amazon store at the following links:
- Cincinnati Campus Students: http://astore.amazon.com/galen_cincinnati-20
- Louisville Campus Students: http://astore.amazon.com/galen_louisville-20
- San Antonio Campus Students: http://astore.amazon.com/galen_sanantonio-20
- Tampa Bay Campus Students: http://astore.amazon.com/galen_tampabay-20

The following publishers offer a special discount for Galen students who purchase textbooks/resources directly from the publisher:
- F. A. Davis Company (20% discount) – Use the following link: www.fadavis.com and enter Promotion Code SLKV92RS at checkout.
- Lippincott Williams & Wilkins (25% discount for NCLEX-RN PassPoint) – Use the following link: www.lww.com/Galen. For promotion codes and other important information related to recommended access (subscription) length and pricing, please visit the Galen website http://www.galencollege.edu/ (select Campuses > your campus city [Cincinnati, Louisville, San Antonio, Tampa Bay] > Resources, and scroll down to “LWW’s PassPoint and PrepU Information”) and read all information related to the ADN Program before purchasing.

BSL 101: Principles of Pharmacology
Required:

BSL 115: Human Anatomy & Physiology I – Theory
Required:

Recommended:
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BSL 125: Human Anatomy & Physiology I – Lab

Required:


Recommended:


BSL 117: Human Anatomy & Physiology II – Theory

Required:


Recommended:


BSL 127: Human Anatomy & Physiology II – Lab

Required:


Recommended:

BSL 223: Microbiology – Theory
Required:

Recommended:

BSL 225: Microbiology – Lab
Required:

Recommended:

CSC 104: Information Literacy & Technology Essentials
Required:

ENG 101: English Composition
Required:

Recommended:
† A recent college-level dictionary, such as The American heritage dictionary
† An affordable (usually paperback) thesaurus.

GLN 100: Student Success
Required:
HUM 102: Introduction to Literature
Required:

Recommended:
†A recent college-level dictionary, such as *The American heritage dictionary*
†An affordable (usually paperback) thesaurus.

MAT 101: Applied Mathematics (On-ground)
Required:

MAT 101: Applied Mathematics (Online)
Students enrolled in the online MAT 101 course are required to purchase the online access to MyMathLab (MML). A hard-copy textbook is NOT required. **Students who purchase a “used” textbook will still be required to purchase MML separately.** Instructions on how to order MML online, along with the course access code will be provided by the faculty member once students are registered in Canvas. There is no need to purchase MML in advance.

   ISBN-13: 9780321923233*

   ISBN-13: 9780321999061*

*Note: These options are only available directly through the publisher.*

NUR 112: Introduction to Professional Nursing
Required:

NUR 155: Foundations of Nursing
Required:

*NUR 155 continued on next page*


Recommended:
†Recommend use of any Handbook of laboratory and Diagnostic tests
†Recommend use of any medical dictionary

**NUR 168: Integrated Concepts of Registered Nursing**

**Required:**


**NUR 170: Concepts of Medical-Surgical Nursing**

**Required:**


**Recommended:**


*NUR 170 continued on next page*
NUR 202: LPN/LVN to RN Role Transition
Required:

NUR 210: Principles of Pharmacology
Required:

NUR 230/NUR 231: Concepts of Nursing: The Childbearing/Child Caring Family
Required:
‡HESI. (2014). HESI comprehensive review for the NCLEX-RN® examination (4th ed.) St. Louis, MO: Elsevier, Inc. 9781455727520

NUR 242: Medical-Surgical Nursing Concepts
Required:
‡HESI. (2014). HESI comprehensive review for the NCLEX-RN® examination (4th ed.) St. Louis, MO: Elsevier, Inc. 9781455727520

NUR 242 continued on next page

**Recommended:**


†Diagnostic and laboratory test reference of your choice

**NUR 253: Concepts of Mental Health Nursing**

**Required:**


**Recommended:**


**NUR 254: Concepts of Nursing: The Childbearing and Child Caring Families**

**Required:**


**Recommended:**


NUR 255: Concepts of Aging, Chronic Illness & Mental Health Nursing
Required:
†HESI. (2014). HESI comprehensive review for the NCLEX-RN® examination (4th ed.) St. Louis, MO: Elsevier, Inc. 9781455727520

Recommended:

NUR 265: Advanced Concepts of Medical-Surgical Nursing
Required:
†HESI. (2014). HESI comprehensive review for the NCLEX-RN® examination (4th ed.) St. Louis, MO: Elsevier, Inc. 9781455727520

Recommended:
†Diagnostic and laboratory test reference of your choice.
NUR 280: Transition to Registered Nursing Practice
Required:


Recommended:

†HESI. (2014). HESI comprehensive review for the NCLEX-RN® examination (4th ed.) St. Louis, MO: Elsevier, Inc. 97814555727520

PSY 131: Introduction to Developmental Psychology
Required:

SOC 101: Introduction to Sociology
Required: